
TREATMENT BY IBRA AKE



INTRO

We all love a good story. And framing ESPN’s 
College football coverage as a true story 
for the ages is brilliant in its simplicity. 

We have all the elements of a great tale at 
hand: Cinderella-like players barely out of 

high school suddenly thrust into the 
national spotlight to become heroes and 

future NFL superstars… and century-old ri-
valries between colleges - each stadium 

a fabled arena playing host to the drama 
of competition.

Watching these teams, players, coaches and 
fans punch it out over a grueling season as 
they march towards the College Football 

Playoff is truly storybook worthy. All lead-
ing to a blockbuster resolution: 

To the winner goes the spoils.

These films are a fantastic way to bring 
this fairytale of a season to life. 



To the winner goes the spoils



One additional thought is to project some 
of this footage within the four walls of our 

Granddaughter’s bedroom, allowing her imag-
ination to come to life all around her on the 

walls and ceilings. 

Besides the stock footage, we’ll also cut away to 
imagery that amps up the grandeur and 

mythology of the powerhouse programs 
reimagined in storybook context. 

The third element will link everything togeth-
er - illustrating Granddad’s epic story while 

connecting it to our stock footage and 
cutaways. To do this, I’d love to create a tactile 
D&D-style diorama combined with a strategy 
game-style tactical map made up of miniature 
figurines, landscapes and buildings. But more 

on that later…

APPROACH

This campaign is made up of three important 
layers that we’ll bring together to craft an 

epic, cinematic story. 

The first element is the framing device - the 
storytelling scene between Grandpa and his 
Granddaughter. The coziness and warmth 

makes this moment really reminiscent of the 
classic Princess Bride, which is fantastic be-
cause it will make the dynamic instantly fa-

miliar to our audience. We revel in his story-
telling, but importantly it is her imagination 
that instinctively populates this world with 

the players and teams of college football. 

The second element is the ESPN game footage 
and the cutaways to school and team imagery. 

Since we’re comparing these teams/schools 
and players to kingdoms and ‘champions’, we 
should pump up their legendary status by mak-
ing it more connected to the epic dialogue. 
To play into this, we may want to rephrase 
some dialogue so that the fairytale feels 

more visceral and exciting, and also helps us 
build the tension around specific players and 

teams, further ramping up the drama. 



The key is to have a variety of imagery both 
exciting and modular so teams/players can be 

swapped out as the CFP picture becomes clearer. 





CINEMATOGRAPHY

The cinematography is meant to be 
simple. The child and her grandfather will 
be framed in a manger-like tableau. Medium, 

wide and also cutting to super close macro 
shots, so we can almost feel the goose bumps. 
We’ll even capture close ups of her gripping 

the sheets in certain parts of the story. 

 
A great lighting reference I’ve found is the 
boy’s room in The Indian in the Cupboard. 
I want something lit, but moody enough 

where we could project ESPN clips in parts 
of the room to connect the world. 

 
Once we transition to our diorama, we’ll 

use macro lenses and close-up photography 
to bring this miniature scene to life in a vis-
ceral but playful way. Our lens choices will 
bring stature and grandeur to these mini 

scenes.





NARRATIVE

The story is simple. 
We’re entering a child’s imagination. 

And the artifacts in her cluttered room are 
going to serve as an extension of her story, 

bridging the gap into our clip show. With some 
camp and kitsch to connect the intensity 

levels of the two worlds a little more 
gradually, and palatably. 

Jumanji is a great reference here.









NARRATIVE



Launch Anthem
The Story :60

Open in a young girl’s room. It’s got a maximalist flare… filled with college foot-
ball-themed toys, knicknacks, board games, Americana. A plush version of the UT mascot 
Bevo seems to be locking its horns with Georgia’s lovable bulldog, Uga. Cozy, warm vibes. 

In a corner, we glimpse a D&D-style diorama - populated by gaming tokens and figurines 
that seem like Monopoly pieces. A collage of all the different aspects of college football in 
America as we know it - like a mix between a football field and strategy game board. 

She’s in bed with a cast on her arm - it’s covered in graffiti… of course, college football 
themed as well. Scrawls of ‘Roll Tide’ compete with ‘Fight On’ and doodles of a Clemson 
Tiger. 

Her Grandfather is seated beside her bed, about to read his Granddaughter a story. He opens 
a pigskin-covered tome: ‘The Greatest Story Ever Played’.

She looks at the book, excited.   
    
GF: So where were we? 

GD: The Playoff!  
    
His Granddaughter beams - she’s been waiting all year to see how this fairytale ends. 
 
Grandfather opens the book to a chapter called “The Playoff”. 
  
GF: Only a handful of teams remained. 

Cut through various shots of the diorama. Figurines representing the players, fans and 
cheerleaders… wider shots revealing it’s actually depicting a version of the country. The 
figurines are literally on a hunt for the Championship Trophy.

From the North, West, East and Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

Cut to an OSU buckeye figurine on the diorama… a Hokusai-inspired red wave for ‘Bama… a 
Bengal tiger for Clemson… a Trojan horse for USC… they all are facing towards L.A.

We intercut this diorama footage with visceral, dynamic footage of players fighting for 
every inch. It looks and feels like soldiers colliding on a battlefield:
Close shots of defensive lineman COLLIDING with a stout O-line… 
A pocket collapsing around QB Caleb Williams…
Stetson Bennett directing his linemen like a field general. 

The imagery is rough and brutal. Unpolished and gritty. Picture Braveheart.
 
All vying for a spot in the Playoff.

Cut back to the bedroom. Grandpa’s getting worked up as he gets deeper into the story… 
she’s not the only one who’s been waiting to see how this tale plays out. 

Back to the diorama as macro shots get us up close and personal with the figurines on the 
move… we watch as a Buckeye is toppled by a Nittany Lion, falling to the diorama with a 
thunderous crash. 

Match to game footage as OSU quarterback CJ Stroud is brutally sacked by Penn State defen-
sive end Chop Robinson.

Cut to shots of various devices streaming the games:

Smartphones
TV’s
Even bigger TV’s
Then a ridiculously huge TV.
Finally, a jumbotron at the LA Coliseum - the Olympic Flame flickering just above the peri-
style. It’s an epic, near mythic image… 

An epic event that would be watched by everyone in the land. 
    
Cut to various football artifacts around her room:

A child’s drawing of Nick Saban as a general in a red military uniform (picture Tony Sopra-
no on his stallion… but the kids version).
A framed photo of Jim Harbaugh screaming from the sideline. 
Posters of Dabo Swinney and Lincoln Riley.

Cut to game footage to each of these coaches in the heat of the fight. Running down the 
sidelines… screaming at refs… 

Saban celebrating a narrow escape at UT earlier in the season... 
Kirby Smart closing his eyes in relief as Georgia narrowly slips past Missouri… 

Each team led by a great coach.

On ‘fearless’, we cut to Caleb Williams escaping that pocket collapse from earlier…
We see Georgia running back Kendall Milton breaking tackles on his way to a first down. 

Fearless players.

Cut to footage of legions of fans packing student sections across the nation, 
many in body paint:

A sea of roaring crimson in Tuscaloosa. 
Georgia fans in red, black and white - barking like Uga. 
A field of Clemson orange
An undulating wave of blue and maize Wolverine fans. 





And defended by the loyalest of fans. 
      
Cut to footage of iconic plays from past CFP games:
- Ohio State on the way to an upset of Alabama in 2015… as Ezekiel Elliott breaks for his epic 
85 yard TD. 
- Clemson’s Deshaun Watson unleashing bomb after bomb against ‘Bama in 2017. 
- The Tide’s Tua Tagovailoa leading a miracle drive in overtime to beat Georgia in 2018.  
 
Soon they would take part in an epic Playoff battle for the right to call themselves Nation-
al Champions.
 
Back to the diorama as we see depictions of buried treasure… jewels, diamonds, gold. (per-
haps a signed miniature NIL contract as well :) ) 
 
And to the victor go the spoils. 

Back to the girl now sitting up in bed, as excited as Grandpa. Her eyes widen when she hears 
“spoils”.     
Angle on a hand drawn depiction of the National Championship trophy hanging on her 
wall… it matches to a beauty shot of the real trophy resting on a revered podium.
 
A beautiful trophy.
      
Cut to various onfield celebrations and parades since the start of the CFP. Confetti rain-
ing down as fans SURGE onto a field… quick progression of shots showing various coaches 
over the years (let’s be honest, mostly Saban) raising the Championship Trophy on a platform 
on the 50 yard line. 
      
A grand celebration.
      
Cut back to her room - a wide shot of her own personal wall of fame. Photos, drawings, 
posters… 
   
And bragging rights that stand the test of time. 
     
Cut back to Grandfather as he shuts the book. He’s almost breathless with anticipation as 
we cut to her wide eyes - not expecting this unexpected cliffhanger. 
   
GD: And then what happened???
      
Her Grandfather smiles enigmatically.
      
GF: We’ll find out soon. 
     
Super appears over the picture. 
    
SUPER: The Greatest Story Ever Played
      
Cut to card.
      
CARD: The College Football Playoff on ESPN  





National Championship (TBD) 
    
The Ending :30
     
Open on our Grandfather reading his Granddaughter the last chapter of our story. 
 
GF: Okay, this is the last chapter. 
     
Cut to footage of Alabama and Georgia.  
    
There were two teams left.  
    
Cut to footage of Georgia celebrating last year’s’ Championship.
  
One looking to defend their crown.  
    
Cut to footage of Alabama championships in the past years. 

And one looking to reclaim it. 
     
Cut to the bedroom. The Granddaughter sits up in bed as her excitement builds. 
 
About to face off in the greatest battle in National Championship history.

Cut to footage of iconic plays in past National Championship games.

To see who would be the last one standing.

Cut to the bedroom. The Granddaughter is now standing because she’s so excited. 

All that was left to do was watch.

The Grandfather turns over the last page and shuts the book. 
   
We cut to a flurry of the two teams in the National Championship.

Cut to card. 
     
SUPER: The Greatest Story Ever Played  
    
CARD: Alabama vs Georgia

The College Football National Championship 



THE DIORAMA

We’ll populate the diorama with figurines 
and tokens normally found in a gaming setup 

that will represent players, cheerleaders… 
as well mythological beasts and even animals. 
This will be a loose representation of America 
- stretching from east to the west. We’ll also 

place golden goalposts at either end, as if the 
country were actually an epic football field. 
Each team’s miniature ‘royal’ banner may also 

hang on a castle in the 
center of the diorama - allowing us to 

remove/add them as teams fall off the table 
or climb the rankings. 

This epic diorama will reside in a corner of 
her room and as Grandpa reads to her, this 
will be where her imagination comes to life. 
We’ll intercut between storytime and stock 
footage… and to the action on the diorama 
in a playful way that will punctuate the real 

life drama of the CFP as the miniatures 
move west towards the championship in 

Los Angeles. 









Characters

The characters should be simple and speak 
to an idealized perspective on Americana 
and the game of football as it’s shared be-

tween these two generations. The Grandfa-
ther will serve as our foundation for the 
oration, so we should find someone with 
that feeling of gravitas. For the girl, we’ll 
look for someone who can capture that 

sense of wonder and excitement. Her enthu-
siasm and awed reactions should be infec-

tious, bringing the audience along for the 
ride - allowing us to see it all through her 

childlike perspective.    



SET DESIGN

The set will be dressed like a messy kids 
room filled with toys, Americana/football 
paraphernalia, and NCAA merch. Think 80’s 

Spielberg. E.T. vibes. We’ll also create a canopy 
bed frame we could potentially project 

footage unto. 
 





SOUND/MUSIC

My ideal soundscape would feel similar to 
Danny Elfman theme score for Men in Black. 
Something playful at first (almost like hol-
iday) music that transforms into marching 

into battle music. Swelling bigger and bigger 
till it feels big enough to get you pumped for 

a game of football.



THANK YOU

Thanks for letting me pitch on this incredibly unique job! 
It’s been a real pleasure digging in on it. Please keep in mind 

that I’m a collaborator at heart and I really believe that 
together, we can create something truly special here. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Ibra
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